
 
 
 
Seeds for a Better World: Brief for Interactive Seed Bank  
 
Context 
 
In the last 100 years, 80% of plant biodiversity has been lost in Europe. Not only is our world rapidly 
becoming less biodiverse, we are also losing the local knowledge, culture and skills of women and men who 
know how to farm in a sustainable way, and who place seed saving at the heart of their farming system. 
 
With young people as co-creators, the Seeds for a Better World project aims to connect to and give back to 
our diverse natural heritage through gardening workshops to train, educate and inspire children, young 
people, local residents, teachers and business employees to learn about the natural cycle of growing and 
seed saving; the creation of two new Seed Gardens; the unearthing of older people’s memories from BME 
communities of vegetable varieties and growing traditions from home; the creation of a mobile interactive 
seed bank to take heritage seeds and the stories of those that grew them to new audiences; a Seed Festival 
to bring together diverse groups of people to swap seeds and learn from each other. 
 
Seeds for a Better World is run by Global Generation in partnership with London Freedom Seed Bank. 
 
Here are a couple of blogs written about the project: 
http://www.globalgeneration.org.uk/blog/2017/12/22/seeds-for-a-better-world  
http://www.globalgeneration.org.uk/blog/2018/2/28/a-celebration-of-seeds-and-life 
 
Brief for the Interactive Seed Bank 
 
As part of the project we are looking to work with an artist / carpenter / designer / maker to design and build 
an Interactive Seed Bank which can travel to community events, schools and other organisations to educate 
and inspire people about seeds in an engaging, interactive and  playful way. 
 
Specifications for the design and build: 

● Mobile and light enough for one person to carry it on public transport  
● Size - no bigger than a wheelie suitcase  
● Striking and adaptable - should be able to open it and have it standing on a table for use at 

conferences, events, workshops  
● Some functions built in, others stored inside and secure when travelling but can be taken out to 

display in front on a table 
● The use of low-impact and sustainable materials 
● Durable - needs to last a minimum of 5 years 
● Possibly a space for a QR code to link to more info online 

 
Specifications for the function: 

● A way for people to interact with 20 different varieties of seeds (whether through built-in design such 
as drawers or bowls that get taken out) 

http://www.globalgeneration.org.uk/blog/2017/12/22/seeds-for-a-better-world
http://www.globalgeneration.org.uk/blog/2018/2/28/a-celebration-of-seeds-and-life


● Includes ‘Seed Identification Game’ (in which participants must match images of vegetables with the 
correct seeds) for 6 different varieties 

● A way for people to interact with the stories of the seeds - we have information about the seeds and 
stories from the people who grew them 
 

Specifications for the maker: 
● Work in collaborative way with the partners (Global Generation and London Freedom Seed Bank as 

well as young people) 
● Able and willing to work with young people - know how to engage young people at appropriate 

points of the design and build (we would expect for the young people to be involved 2 - 3 times 
during the process). These sessions will be run together with a Global Generation facilitator who 
knows the young people well 

 
Timings 

● Proposal (max 2 sides of A4) plus previous projects (max 2 sides of A4) sent by 9am on Monday 28 
May 2018 to nicole@globalgeneration.org.uk 

● Design finalised by end June 
● Build of Interactive Seed Bank July and August (including 2-3 sessions in which young people help 

with build aspects) 
● Project completed by Friday 31 August 2018 

 
Budget 
£1,400 for design, build and materials 
 
Who are we? 
 
Global Generation aims to connect people of all ages to each other and the natural world in order to build 
relationships, grow ecological understanding and entrepreneurialism as a foundation for creating a positive 
future. The young people we work with are mainly from in and around King’s Cross. We run projects in our 
King’s Cross Skip Garden and the surrounding business area and also at our campsite on Pertwood Farm in 
Wiltshire. We combine activities such as urban food growing, supporting bees, carpentry, cooking, and 
healthy eating with dialogue, story, creative writing, silence and stillness. These practices help us to create 
the conditions for people to come together in a fuller and more connected sense of who they are and what 
they are a part of and from that space, to practically and creatively contribute to ecological and social 
change.  
 
Find out more information at www.globalgeneration.org.uk - or visit us at the Skip Garden. 
 
The London Freedom Seed Bank is a network of food growers and gardeners dedicated to saving, storing 
and distributing open-pollinated seed.  
Our main aims are:  
1 – RAISING AWARENESS: Of the skills and importance of seed saving; of the issues and actions threatening 
our seed heritage 
2 – RE-SKILLING: Providing training for urban food growers, gardeners and schools about growing, saving 
and storing organic seed; creating a community of Freedom Seed Savers, skilled in seed saving techniques 
3 – PRESERVING: Creating a living seed bank for protecting and storing our Freedom Seeds: rare and 
unusual varieties, grown and saved in London 
4 – SHARING and DISTRIBUTING: Sharing and distributing Freedom Seeds for free to all who want to grow 
food 
 
More info here: https://londonfreedomseedbank.wordpress.com  

http://www.globalgeneration.org.uk/
https://londonfreedomseedbank.wordpress.com/


Other examples of Interactive Seed Banks 
 
http://aseed.net/wp/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/ISSA-seeds.jpe 
 
https://www.occupy.com/article/could-crowd-sourced-organic-seed-banks-save-our-agricultural-future#sthas
h.yhOSwQnA.dpbs  
 
http://www.connectedseeds.org/about  
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